Introduction
Several methods for dealing with the problem of robot obstacle avoidance in a time-independent workspace environment have been developed by other investigators [1,4,12, and references therein] . One popular method is the artificial potential field [12] . In this method, an artificial repulsive potential field is assumed between the manipulator and obstacles in the workspace. Similarly, in other methods a measure of distance from obstacles to the manipulator can be defined, and optimized to yield configurations in which the manipulator does not touch obstacles [l] . These methods have potential drawbacks. In the artificial potential field approach, the robot can 'get stuck' in a potential well, although some methods to circumvent this problem have been investigated [13] . The drawback of many optimization methods is computational complexity, since many of these methods are based on the computation of a pseudo-inverse Jacobian matrix, which is expensive when the number of degrees of freedom becomes large.
This paper presents a novel approach, termed "tunneling," to the obstacle avoidance problem which is applied to planar hyper-redundant manipulators. A hyper-redundant manipulator is a redundant manipulator in which the number of redundant degrees of freedom is large or infinite. These manipulators are analogous in morphology to snakes or tentacles. A number of recent works have been devoted to the design and systems aspects of snakelike manipulators [9, 10, 11, 16, 17] , although less work has been done in the kine matic analysis of these manipulators. In [5] general methods for analyzing the kinematics of planar and spatial hyperredundant manipulators are presented, and relevant details are summarized below.
Kinematics of Planar Hyper-redundant Manipulators
Hyper-redundant manipulators with constant base to end effector length are referred to throughout this paper as tensor manipulators. A planar hyper-redundant tensor manipulator may be comprised of many rigid links, as in Figure l In the case of a truly flexible structure, a "backbone curve" of constant length can be defined which exactly captures the manipulator shape. In the case of many discrete links, the essential macroscopic features of the manipulator can be captured by a backbone curve of the same length as the sum of the link lengths. For analysis purposes, the discrete manipulator is modeled as a continuous curve, and kinematic and obstacle avoidance computations are performed using the continuous backbone curve. The actual physical manipulator is then fitted to the idealized backbone curve solutions to complete analysis of the kinematics. Consequently, the complete analysis of planar hyper-redundant tensor manipulators can be reduced to the study of the differential geometry of planar curves, with an additional "fitting" process required for manipulators consisting of a finite number of discrete links. We assume that in the discrete structure case the number of links is large so that the manipulator profile does not substantially deviate from a backbone curve with bounded curvature.
Continuous Hyper-redundant Manipulator Kinematics
Figure (la) shows one possible discrete hyper-redundant manipulator. Figure (1b) is the 'backbone' curve of a tensor manipulator, which is the locus of all points in the q -z 2 plane which have position defined by T(s), where s is the arc length measured from the origin. It is assumed that s is in the range 0 5 s 5 1, meaning all lengths in the plane are scaled to units of the manipulator length. 0 (so) is the angle which the tangent to the curve at the point s = so makes with the tangent at the point s = 0 , i.e., the angle it makes with the 2 2 axis measured in a clockwise sense.
A curve with arbitrary position and orientation in the plane can be described by the equation:
where E is a 2 x 1 vector, and Q is a 2 x 2 rotation matrix. Q and do not define the shape of the curve, only its location in ( $)2 = 2 ( s ) [ l -(32] where ~( s ) is the curvature function, which is the magnitude of the rate of change of the unit tangent vector at a point s along the curve: IC(.) = ld%/cZs21. Solutions to (2) are of the form:
where:
(4)
These solutions assume that the base frame of the curve is defined by the unit vectors z, such that F(0) = 0 and that the tangent to the curve at its base point is T'(0) = E2, where a ' represents differentiation with respect to s. The rotation matrix, Q, and translation vector, z, follow from whatever initial conditions are imposed on the governing differential equation. Consequently, for given boundary conditions, the curvature function uniquely specifies the entire shape of the planar curve. Q and E can be functions of time if the base is rotating and translating respectively. This might occur if the manipulator is mounted on a moving base or if the hyperredundant mechanism is used for snake-like locomotion [8] .
Similarly, the curvature function need not be a function of arc length alone, and could depend upon time as well. The forward kinematics of planar tensor mechanisms is given by (3) and (4), and the inverse kinematics and trajectory planning can be reduced to determining the spatial and temporal behavior of the curvature function, n = ~( s , t ) . That is, the function n(s, t ) will determine the bending of the mechanism as a function of time, and is selected to achieve desired objectives, which depend upon the nature of the hyper-redundant manipulator application.
One method to make the kinematics problem tractable is to restrict the curvature function to a modal form:
where the {q$(s)} are mode functions, the { a ; ( t ) } are modal participation factors, and N is the number of chosen modes. Necessary conditions on the independence of the mode functions are detailed in [5] . In essence, this form of the curvature function restricts the effective degrees of freedom of the manipulator to the number needed to accomplish a task. Substituting ( 5 ) into (3) and ( 
Substituting these two modes into (3), (4), and (5), it can be shown using orthogonality properties and identities that the end-effector position (s = 1) is described by the following 'closed form' solution:
where .To(.) is the Bessel function of zero order. The inverse kinematics of this '%participation factor' tensor manipulator can be computed with the following equations:
and The 'restricted inverse Bessel function of zero order', JC1 is defined as the inverse of the function Jo (x) for 0 < x < p where p M 3.832 is the first local minimum of Jo, which is the first zero of 51. In this way, the function is monotonically decreasing over the interval for which it is defined, and there is no problem in defining a unique inverse. If the inverse Bessel function were not restricted to this monotonic range, multiple solutions would be possible. The higher order solutions would physically correspond to configurations in which the manipulator self-intersected, and these solutions are n e glected on the basis of practical considerations.
t' Alternatives to closed form inverse kinematic solutions are resolved rate and "pseudo-dynamics" algorithms [7] , which take the participation factors as generalid coordinates.
Overview of t h e Obstacle Avoidance Scheme
The method presented here deals with time-independent workspace environments. Furthermore, it is assumed that the layout of these obstacles in the workspace is well known, such as in an industrial setting, or assuming a sufficiently accurate vision sensing system. With these assumptions the problem of performing a task in a field of obstacles is equated to defining a path around obstacles to which the manipulator must adhere. Such a path, as illustrated in Figure ( 3), provides a trajectory or 'tunnel' in which the tensor-manipulator can 'slither' to circumvent the obstacles.
In practice, an automatic means for selecting one or more feasible tunnels which successfully negotiate the obstacle field could be generated using previously published methods. Freespace methods [3] based on generalized cones could be used to identify free path segments, and the centerlines of these segments could be assembled together to form the centerlines of the "tunnels" required by this method. Similarly, cellular decomposition and contraction algorithms could be used to construct tunnel segments which avoid obstacles.
Once the end-effector has passed through the obstacle field, the portion of the manipulator in the region of the obstacles can be made to remain stationary. The unconstrainted portion of the manipulator can perform useful work. The modal approach to the kinematics of unconstrained tensormanipulators can be used for the section of the manipulator outside the obstacle field. Essentially two problems must be overcome. First is how to determine the proper geometrical constraints on the manipulator to statically conform to the tunnel constraints. Second is how to account for the time rate of change of the manipulator curvature so that the moving manipulator obeys the geometric constraints of the tunnels as it moves through them. In this paper we do not assume or preclude any particular actuation scheme. However, we do assume that both the position and rate information are sufficient to drive the servo control algorithms of the mechanism actuators, which in turn controls the actual manipulator shape.
The next section presents the background mathematics and solutions to both the position and velocity kinematics problems.
Tunnel Constraints
In the position, or "shape" problem, we determine the curvature function of sections of the manipulator confined to tunnels. In addition, compatibility equations are developed for the free sections of the manipulator. In the velocity problem, the constraints are expressed in terms of allowable time behavior of the manipulator backbone curvature function. In this way the manipulator can slither through the tunnels from its starting configuration to its final configuration while obeying all of the geometric constraints. For convenience, Equation (3) is written in complex notation throughout this section. In other words, the position to every point on the manipulator is expressed as :
Manipulator Shape with Tunnel Constraints
The orientation of every point is given by Equation (4). Figure (3) shows a hyper-redundant manipulator in which certain segments of its length are constrained to pass through tunnel segments in order to avoid obstacles. Let the segments which are constrained to fit inside a tunnel be termed interior segments, while those segments which need not be constrained are termed ezterior segments. Let us number the segments sequentially starting from the base of the manipulator. We will assume that the first segment is always an exterior segment, and therefore interior and exterior segments will respectively have even and odd indices.
For a tensor manipulator with some sections constrained to move in tunnels as shown in Figure (3) , a curvature function which will satisfy the section by section constraints has the form: n n(s, t ) = n;(s, t)W(s, si-1, S i ) .
(10) i=l where so = 0 and si = s , ( t ) for i > 0, and i is an integer indexing a manipulator segment. The window functions, W , are defined as follows:
where H is the Heaviside step function. In other words, the curvature function is defined as a piecewise continuous function, where each segment of the manipulator is assigned a different local curvature function to satisfy its local constraints. For interior segments the curvature function, termed an interior curvature function, takes the form of a traveling wave:
whereas the curvature function describing exterior segments (an ezterior curvature function) can have the more general form: nzi+l = ~i + l ( s , t ) .
However, the exterior segments have kinematic restrictions on the position and orientation of the manipulator at the entrance and exit of interior segments: and e;:+' and zi;+l are the orientation and position of the frame at the entrance of the i+lst tunnel with respect to the frame at the exit of the ith tunnel.
In this way, the manipulator backbonecurve is at least a once continuously differentiable curve along its whole length.
Manipulator Velocities with Tunnel Constraints
This subsection addresses the computationally more difficult problem of what the instantaneous velocities are at every point along the tensor manipulator. Abstractly, all that needs to be done is to take the time derivative of position to get the velocities. However, some mathematical manipulation can be performed so that both physical insight and simplification of the computational algorithm needed to implement these equations can be achieved.
The velocity constraints on the free sections of the manipulator are found by simply taking the time derivative of the position constraints represented by (11) and (12) to yield:
and Knowing that S k = S k ( t ) , Liebnitz's rule can be used to write the velocity constraints (13) and (14) explicitly as:
and Note that for the parts of the manipulator which fully occupy a tunnel, szi+l -s2, = const, which can also be written
The velocity of every point along the manipulator is of the form:
Using the properties of generalized distributions, ie, window, step, and delta functions, it can be shown that is the 'jump' in the curvature between adjacent sections.
Substituting (18) into (17) provides an expression which can be evaluated numerically, to find the velocity of every point of the manipulator at any instant in time. The next section uses the methods developed here in examples to illustrate how position and velocity of all points on the backbone curve confined to a system of tunnels can be defined using the above formulation.
A Specific Example
Figures (4) and (5) illustrate a specific example of the general formulation of the previous subsection. The hyperredundant manipulator must pass through a single maze-like tunnel and reach a goal on the other side. In the first unconstrained exterior section, i.e., 0 < s < s 1 , the curvature function will be assumed to have the form 2 s s q ( s , t ) = a(t)cos -
so that a point, ?f(sl), on the moving (or Withering") manipulator is always coincident with the tunnel entrance.
Integrating the forward kinematics equations (3), or (9), we get and Let h > 0 be the distance from the base of the manipulator to the entrance of the tunnel. h is a constant and the followingmust hold:
For h to be positive, it is necessary that: where p1 x 2.405 is the first zero of Jo.
This being defined, the condition for stationarity of F(s1) at the entrance of the tunnel, while s1 changes, is
and so
The obstacle environment is illustrated in Figure 4 . With Integrating Equation (26) in the variable s, as in Equation (4), we find that
A time history of this tunneling obstacle avoidance maneuver is shown in Figure 5 , corresponding to the obstacle of These results can be used to assemble obstacle avoidance curvature functions for arbitrary obstacle fields. If a feasible obstacle avoidance path of finite width exists in an obstacle field, one can always define a tunnel of suitable accuracy for avoiding obstacles as a sequence of straight lines and circular arcs segments which are differentiable at their junction. Consequently, the results above and in [5] can be used with a free space algorithm to develop a general planar obstacle avoidance scheme for this class of manipulators. 
Fitting t h e Continuous Solution t o a Discrete M anipulator
While the modal method has been developed under the assumption that the backbone curve of the tensor manipulator is continuous and can conform to any given shape, a discrete-linked manipulator is much more restricted in its physical capabilities. This section considers the adaptation of the current analysis to the case of an n-link planar revolute manipulator, and is a summary of results in [5]. In this shape fitting method, the discrete manipulator geometry is selected so that the nominal shape of the discrete manipulator coincides as closely as possible with the continuous backbone curve solution.
in an Obstacle Field
Figure l(a) shows a planar manipulator comprised of n rigid links with n revolute joints. All links are assumed to be of the same length, and the total length of the manipulator is normalized to 1. The forward kinematics for this manipulator is:
where xec, yee, and Oee denote the position and orientation of the end effector.
The discrete manipulator shape and end-effector location are fitted to the continuous curve model by minimizing the sum of squared distance between points on both manipulators located at s = t for i = 1, ..., n. In this method, the following is assumed:
where B(a) = 0 for all Q < 0. In other words, we take the angles of the discrete case to be approximately the change in angle over a corresponding section of length in the continuous case. Note that there are n free 'fitting' parameters, ej, This extra freedom can be used to make the discrete link model conform even further to the continuous case. Below is an expression of the squared distance from the joint points on the discrete manipulator to the corresponding points on the continuous manipulator, i.e, the points s = $. The function to be minimized is the sum of the contributions from all such points.
Linearizing the above expression while assuming e j are small in (31), and using the definitions:
%,k=-E l k cos(e(x)) 2 i + 1 n .
1=r the explicit form of the mfh component of the linearized optimization of least squares distance is:
providing n linear equations to specify the n variable If the {e,} are calculated, and they are small, then the assumptions allowing linearization are justified. If however, the values of Ei are not sufficiently small for the assumptions to be valid, then the linear approximation fitting procedure can be iterated, or a much less efficient nonlinear solution procedure must be implemented. This will generally only be the case when there are points on the backbone curve with large curvature and/or the discrete manipulator has a small number of links. Figure 6 shows an example of a 10 link manipulator which has been 'fitted' to the configurations in Figure ( 5 ) , demonstrating a case where this method works quite well. 
Conclusions
This report presented a novel obstacle avoidance concept, based on "tunneling," for hyper-redundant manipulators of constant length. A general formulation was given which allows a manipulator to maneuver through a complicated sequence of interior and exterior segments. Computer simulations were presented for a particular example. In principle, connecting circular arcs and line segments as in the presented example can be used to construct a system of tunnels for maneuvering in arbitrarily complex obstacle fields. The benefit of this method over existing potential field and optimal methods for application to hyper-redundant manipulators is that a comparatively efficient set of kinematic equations based on differential geometry need be computed, thus allowing much faster solutions. The method was demonstrated for both continuous and discrete hyper-redundant manipulators. While the applicability of the present model diminishes with diminishing degree of redundancy, it works quit well in situations such as the continuous manipulator case, where conventional methods of analysis do not apply.
